SSIMWAVE® now supports Dolby Vision™
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At IBC, we will demonstrate our unique capability to inspect Dolby Vision enabled content for file-based streaming environments. With VOD Monitor Inspector, customers get full-reference SSIMPLUS viewer scores of Dolby Vision source and output files.

VOD Monitor Inspector helps you take control of HDR quality by knowing exactly what viewers will experience on any screen—frame by frame and pixel by pixel scores.

SSIMWAVE monitors the quality of Dolby Vision content across the distribution ecosystem enabling operators to quickly identify and resolve quality issues in VOD workflows.

We are proud to play an important role in the Dolby Vision Ecosystem.

SSIMWAVE exists to preserve artistic intent to deliver the ultimate viewing experience. The ASC Motion Imaging Technology Council created a working group for HDR Evaluation aptly named SSIMWAVE.

Dolby Vision transforms your viewing experience with ultra-vivid picture quality. When compared to a standard picture, Dolby Vision can deliver colors never seen before on a screen, incredible contrast, highlights that are up to 40 times brighter, and blacks that are 10 times darker. The result is a refined, lifelike image that will make you forget you are looking at a screen.

“The SSIMPLUS® score developed by SSIMWAVE represents a generational breakthrough in the video industry.”

– The Television Academy

Our Emmy Award-winning SSIMPLUS score mimics the accuracy of 100,000 human eyes.